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In this paper we consider the *-automorphisms and the *-antiautomorphism of
real and of complex factors. We prove the uniqueness of class of *-automorphisms
(with mod( } )=*, *{1)) of injective real II factor and the uniqueness of the class
of *-antiautomorphisms (with mod( } )=- *, *{1)) of injective complex II
factor.  1997 Academic Press
INTRODUCTION
In [1] A. Connes developed the theory of factors of type III and it was
obtained that factors of type III* , 0*<1, are crossed products of a type
II factor by an action of Z. In [2, 3] the analogy of this discrete decom-
position of factors was obtained for real factors of type III* , 0*<1.
Unlike the case of complex factors, in [2] were considered exactly two
constructions of the _-finite real factor of type III* , 0<*<1, with one
envelope complex factor. In [2] P. Stacey obtained that the structure of
real factors R of type III* , * # (0, 1), is defined either by a couple (Q, %),
where Q is a real II factor and % is *-automorphism Q with mod(%)=*,
or by a couple (N, ;), where N is a complex II factor and ; is a
*-antiautomorphism N with mod(;)=- * (on sense [4, 5]).
We shall consider in this paper the *-automorphisms of real II factors
and the *-antiautomorphism of complex II factors. We shall obtain their
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classification (on the basis of [6]) and decide the uniqueness of the class
of *-automorphisms (with mod( } )=*)) of an injective real II factor and
the uniqueness of the class of *-antiautomorphisms (with mod( } )=- *)) of
an injective complex II factor.
1. PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we give some basic facts from the theory of complex and
real von Neumann algebras (W*-algebras). Let B(H) be the algebra of all
bounded linear operators on a complex Hilbert space H.
A weakly closed real *-subalgebra R in B(H) is called a real W*-algebra
if it contains the identity operator 1 and if R & iR=[0], where iR=
[ix: x # R] [7, 10]. The W*-algebra M (or real W*-algebra R) is a factor
if Z(M) (=[x # M: xy=yx, \y # M])=[* } 1], * # C (respectively, if
Z(R)=[* } 1], * # R). Let U(R) be the smallest W*-algebra that contains
R ; U(R) is called the enveloping W*-algebra for R, and U(R) coincides
with U(R)=R+iR (see [7, p. 22]). We say that a real W*-algebra R is
type Ifin , I , II1 , II , III* (0*1), if U(R) is the corresponding type
in the usual classification of W*-algebras (see, for example, [1, 8]).
Let M be a complex or a real W*-algebra. A linear mapping :: M  M
is called a *-automorphism (respectively, *-antiautomorphism), if
:(x*)=:(x)* and :(xy)=:(x) :( y) (respectively :(xy)=:( y) :(x)) for all
x, y # M. The *-automorphism : is called inner if there exists some unitary
u, such that :(x)=uxu*, \x # M. We shall note by Aut M the group of all
*-automorphisms, by Ant M the group of all *-antiautomorphisms, and by
Int M the group of all inner *-automorphisms.
Two *-automorphisms or *-antiautomorphisms : and ; are said to be
conjugate (or outer conjugate), if :=% } ; } %&1 (respectively, Ad u } :=
% } ; } %&1) for some *-automorphism % (and an inner *-automorphism
Ad u=u } u*).
Other useful references are [1, 46, 8].
2. ROKHLIN’S LEMMA FOR ANTIAUTOMORPHISMS OF
W*-ALGEBRAS AND AUTOMORPHISMS OF REAL
W*-ALGEBRAS
Let M be a W*-algebra or a real W*-algebra, % # Aut M, and let p(%) be
the largest projection e # M, %(e)=e such that the reduced *-automor-
phism %e=% | eMe is inner. If % is an *-antiautomorphism of W*-algebras,
then put p(%)=p(%2).
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Definition. We say that a *-automorphism % (or a *-antiauto-
morphism %) is properly outer when p(%)=0.
Let R be a real W*-algebra, % # Aut M, let U(R)=R+iR be an enve-
loping W*-algebra for R, % # Aut(U(R)), an *-automorphism, that is, for
linear continued % on U(R).
Lemma 2.1. If R is a real W*-algebra, % # Aut(R), then p(%)=0 iff
p(% )=0.
Proof. Evidently, if p(% )=0, then p(%)=0. Let p(% ){0. Then there
exists a projection e # U(R) such that % (e)=e, % e=Ad w, w # eU(R) e. Let
: be an involutive *-antiautomorphism U(R), R=[x # U(R): :(x)=x*].
As % (:(e))=:(e) and :(e), e # U(R)% , as well as :(e)te in U(R), then
:(e)te in U(R)% . Then there exists some unitary u # U(R)% such that
ueu*=:(e) and :(u)=u. We shall consider the *-antiautomorphism
:1=Ad u } :. As :(u)=u, the *-antiautomorphisms : and :1 are conjugate.
It is obvious that :1(e)=e and :1% =% :1 as % (u)=u. From Lemma 1.1 in
[4] there is some unitary v # U(R)% such that u=v:(v). Let _=Ad v. It is
obvious that % _=_% . We note that f=_&1(e). It is easy to see that :( f )=f
and %( f )=f. Put u1=_&1(w). By a simple calculation we can verify that
% f=Ad u1 , u1*u1=u1u1*= f. Hence, p(%){0, p(%) f, f{0. Q.E.D.
Let R be a countably decomposable real W*-algebra, % a *-automor-
phism of R, and : an involutive *-antiautomorphism U(R) formed by R.
Lemma 2.2. Let Sp(%) be the spectrum, in the sense of [1], of the
representation n  %n of Z on R. Then if [&1] # Sp(%) there exists for each
=>0 a non-zero projection e # R such that &e%(e)&=.
Proof. From the proof of Lemma 2.3.5 [6] we know that
&% (a)+a&
=
2
for some selfadjoint element a # U(R) with &a& 12 .
Let \ = (a + :(a))(&a + :(a)&); hence \ # R, &\& = 1, 1 # Sp(%),
&%(\)+\&=. Let e be the spectral projection of \ corresponding to the
interval [1&=2, 1]. From Theorem 1.6 [7] it follows that :(e)=e. Now
it is possible to use Lemma 2.3.5 from [6], and we easily obtain that
&e%(e)&=. Q.E.D.
From Lemma 2.2 we obtain
Corollary 2.3. If %  Int(R), then for any =>0 there exists a projection
e{0 such that &e%(e)&=.
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We obtain the analogous statement for *-antiautomorphisms.
Lemma 2.4. Let M be a _-finite W*-algebra, % # Ant M. If %2  Int M,
then for any =>0 there exists a projection f # M, f{0, such that
& f%( f )&=.
Proof. Let ; be an involutive *-antiautomorphism in M such that
%;=;% (see [9, Lemma 1.4.1]). Put #=%;. Let M;=[x # M: ;(x)=x*]
be a real W*-algebra connected with ;. We apply Lemma 2.3 to obtain a
*-automorphism #, and we obtain & f#( f )&=, where f is some projection
in M;. Hence, & f#( f )&=& f%;( f )&=& f%( f )&=. Q.E.D.
Lemma 2.5.
(I) Let R be a _-finite real W*-algebra, % # Aut R.
(i) If % is properly outer then
for any non-zero projection e # R and any =>0, there exists a
non-zero projection fe such that & f%( f )&=. (V)
(ii) Let % satisfy the condition (V). If there is no projection g # R
such that % g=Ad v and Sp v=[\i], then % is properly outer.
(II) Let M be a _-finite W*-algebra, % # Ant M.
(iii) If % is properly outer then it satisfies the condition (V).
(iv) Let % satisfy the condition (V). If there is no projection g # M
such that (%2) g=Ad v and Sp v=[\i], then % is properly outer.
Proof. Proofs of the statements (i) and (iii) are carried out easily,
similarly to the Proof of Theorem 1.2.1 in [6], if we apply Lemmas 2.22.4.
Proof of Statement (ii). Let % # Aut R, and assume first that p(%){0.
Then we can assume that %=Ad u, and Sp u{[\i], where u is unitary in
R. Let e be a spectral projection of u such that &ue&*e&=2, where * # C,
|*|=1. In general, we know that e # U(R). Suppose that there is no projec-
tion e1 in R such that e1e and e1{0. Then the projections e and :(e) are
orthogonal, and e= 12 f+iq, where f=:(e)+e and q # R, q*=&q, q*q=
&q2= 14 f. We obtain easily that &u:(e)&* :(e)&=2 too. Thus &Ad(uf )&
Ad(*e+* :(e))&=, and &% f&Ad w&=, where w=*e+* :(e) is unitary
from R f. As *{ \i, *=a+ib, where a, b # R and a{0. Hence,
w=af&2bq.
Let g be a projection from R f, g{0. Then we obtain easily that
&g Ad w( g)&2=&g Ad w( g) g&&a2g&
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and &g Ad w( g)&|a|>0. This is a contradiction with the condition (V).
If there exists a real projection ge, g{0, then we put f=g.
Now Proof of Statement (iv). Let here % be *-antiautomorphism M,
and p(%){0. Put #=%;, where ; is *-antiautomorphism, constructed in
Lemma 1.4.1 [9]. As the *-automorphism p(#2){0, then p(#){0. Let
M;=[x # M: ;(x)=x*]. By Lemma 2.1 *-automorphism %1=# |M; is not
properly outer. As in the proof of statement (ii), we shall construct a pro-
jection e # M; such that for each projection f{0 with fe, &%1( f ) f & 12.
Then we obtain &%1( f ) f &=&%(;( f )) f &=&%( f ) f & 12 . Hence, we con-
struct a projection e such that for each projection f{0 with fe,
& f%( f )&>e. We obtain a contradiction. Q.E.D.
Remark 1. In the discrete case the condition (V) does not imply that %
is properly outer.
Let R=M2(R) and %=Ad u, where u unitary is defined as
u=\ 0&1
1
0+ .
Let f be an arbitrary projection from R. Then f has the following
representation:
f =\ab
b
1&a+ if b{0 and f =\
a
0
0
c+ if b=0.
It is easy to check that if f{1 then f%( f )=0.
Remark 2. If R is a continuous _-finite real W*-algebra, then condition
(V) implies that % is properly outer.
In fact let us have the condition (V) and let p(%){0. From Lemma 2.1
it follows that p(% ){0, u # R, such that %=Ad u. Then from [6] we know
that for an appropriate spectral projection e # M of u we have &e1% (e1)& 12
for every e1e, e1{0.
Let e be an arbitrary spectral projection of u. We consider the subalgebra
U(R)% =R%+i } R%. It is clear that u, e # U(R)% . One can construct easily a
projection f # R%, such as fte. Then e=wfw*, where w is a partial
isometry from U(R)% . Let e1=wf1w*, where f1 is a subprojection of f and
f1 satisfies the condition (V). Then
&e1%(e1)&=&wf1w*%(w) %( f1) %(w*)&
=&wf1%( f1) w*&=& f1 %( f1)&=.
This is a contradiction, and p(%)=0.
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Note that in the case of complex W*-algebras the automorphism % is
properly outer iff it satisfies the condition (V) (see Theorem 1.2.1 [6]).
By definition, a *-automorphism (respectively, a *-antiautomorphism) %
of a real W*-algebra R (respectively, a complex W*-algebra M) is
aperiodic iff all its powers %n, n{0 are properly outer.
If we apply Lemma 2.5 and the scheme of proof of Theorem 1.2.5 [6],
then we prove the non-commutative analogue of the very useful theorem of
Rokhlin for *-antiautomorphisms of W*-algebras and *-automorphisms of
real W*-algebras.
Theorem 2.6. (1) Let R be a finite real W*-algebra, { a faithful nor-
mal trace on R, {(1)=1, and % an aperiodic *-automorphism of R which
preserves {. For any integer n and any =>0, there exists a partition of unity
[Fi , i=1, ..., n] in R, such that
&%(F1)&F2&2=, ..., &%(Fk)&Fk+1&2=, ..., &%(Fn)&F1&2=.
(2) Let M be a finite W*-algebra, { a faithful normal trace on M,
{(1)=1, and % an aperiodic *-antiautomorphism of M which preserves {. For
any integer n and any =>0, there exists a partition of unity [Fi , i=1, ..., n]
in M such that
&%(F1)&F2&2=, ..., &%(Fk)&Fk+1&2=, ..., &%(Fn)&F1&2=.
3. STABLE OF APERIODIC AUTOMORPHISMS AND
ANTIAUTOMORPHISMS
Let R be a real W*-algebra, % # Aut R. We shall define the notion of a
centrally trivial *-automorphism for real W*-algebras.
Definition. An *-automorphism % of R is called centrally trivial when
for any centralizing sequence (xn)n # N one has:
%(xn)&xn  0 *-strongly, when n  .
The set Ct(R) of centrally trivial *-automorphisms is a normal subgroup
of Aut R. It is obvious that if % # Aut R, then % is centrally trivial iff %
centrally trivial in U(R), where % is the complexification % on U(R).
Now let | be a free ultrafilter on N, R| a real W*-algebra of central
sequences (see [10]), %| a *-automorphism R| (see [6, 10]) (if % is a
*-antiautomorphism M, then %| is a *-antiautomorphism M| (see [4])).
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Lemma 3.1. Let R be a real factor with separable predual, and % a
*-automorphism of R. Then the following condition are equivalent:
(1) %  Ct(R);
(2) %|{id;
(3) %| is properly outer.
The proof immediately follows from Lemma 2.1 and Proposition 2.1.2
[6].
Definition. Let R be a real factor, and % a *-automorphism of R; then
we let pa(%) be the period of % modulo Ct(R). In other words pa(%) # N and
for any n # Z one has %n # Ct(R) iff n is a multiple of pa(%).
For an *-antiautomorphism % of W*-algebra we denote: pa(%)=pa(%2).
Lemma 3.2. Let M be a real (respectively, complex) factor with
separable predual M
*
and let % be a *-automorphism of M (respectively a
*-antiautomorphism of M) with pa(%)=0. Then for any n # N and any coun-
table subset (xm)m # N of M| there exists a partition of unity ( fk)k=1, n in M|
such that each fk commutes with all (xm) and that %|( fk)=fk+1 , k=1, n,
where fn+1=f1 .
Proof. By Lemma 3.1 and Theorem 2.6 there exists a partition of unity
( f j)k=1, n in M| , such that &%|( f j)&f j+1&2<$. Let , be a faithful normal
state on M, and (&)& # N be a dense sequence in M*. Then by induction on&, we use Theorem 2.6 and we can construct a sequence of partitions of
unity ( f &k)k=1, n in M such that
(a) &[l , f &k]&1&, l=1, &, k=1, n,
(b) &[xk& , f
&
j ]&1&, k=1, &, j=1, n,
(c) &%( f &j )& f &j+1&>,1&, j=1, n,
where (xk& )& # N is a representing sequence for (x
k). Let ( fj) j=1, n be the
collection of partitions of unity in M| such that ( f &j )& # N is a representing
sequence for ( fj) j=1, n . By (b) this collection commutes with all (xk) and by
(c) we have %|( fj)=fj+1 , j=1, n. Q.E.D.
If we use Theorem 2.6 and Lemma 3.2 and follow the proof of
Theorem 2.1.3 in [6], we obtain
Theorem 3.3. (1) Let R be a real factor with separable predual, % an
*-automorphism of R with pa(%)=0. Then %| is a stable *-automorphism: for
any u unitary in R| , there is a unitary v # R| such that %|(v)=uv.
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(2) Let M be a factor with separable predual, % an *-antiautomor-
phism of M with pa(%)=0. Then %| is a stable *-antiautomorphism: for any
u unitary in M| , there is a unitary v # M| such that %|(v)=uv*.
4. CLASSIFICATION OF REAL INJECTIVE FACTORS OF
TYPE III* , 0<*<1
Let R be a real (respectively, M a complex) injective factor and let Sp be
a canonical cleanly periodic *-automorphism R (respectively, let Sp be
cleanly periodic *-antiautomorphism M) with period p (see [11, 9]).
Lemma 4.1. Let R be a real (respectively, M a complex) factor with
separable predual, isomorphic to RR, where R is a real hyperfinite factor
of type II1 and % # Aut(R), p # N (respectively, isomorphic to MR, where
R is a complex hyperfinite factor of type II1 and % # Ant(M)). Then the
following conditions are equivalent:
(a) pa(%)=0 (modulo p);
(b) %Sp is outer conjugate to %;
(c) For any . # R
*
+, any $>0, there is a unitary P # R (respectively,
P # M) such that &P&1&*. <$ and such that Ad P } % is conjugate to
Ad P } %Sp .
Proof. (a) O (c). Let . be a faithful normal state on R (respectively, on
M), and [(j), j # N] a sequence dense in R* (respectively, M*). By anal-
ogy with the proof of the Theorem 2.3.1 [6], we construct by induction on
& a sequence [(P&), & # N] of unitaries of R (of M) and [(e&i, j), i, j=1, n&]
a systems of matrix units in R (respectively, in M) which for each & satisfy
the following conditions.
(1) The real (respectively, complex) factor K& , generated by the
[(e&i, j), i, j=1, n&], commutes with K1 , ..., K&&1;
(2) &[e&i, j , k]&n&2& 2&&, for k& and any i, j=1, n& ;
(3) P& # (K1 _ } } } _ K&&1);
(4) %&=Ad(P&P&&1 } } } P1) % satisfies %&(eki, j)=e
k
i+1, j+1 , (corresp.
%&(eki, j)=e
k
j+1, i+1 in M) k&.
(5) &(P& P&&1 } } } P1)&(Pnu&1 P&&2 } } } P1)&*. <$2
&&, where n& # N:
pa(%)=0 (mod(n&)).
By (5), [(Pnu P&&1 } } } P1), & # N] converges V strongly to a unitary P # R
(respectively, P # M), such that &P&1&*. $. As %&  % when &  ,
that %=Ad P } %. By (4), we have:
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(6) %(eki, j)=e
k
i+1, j+1 (corresp. %(e
k
i, j)=e
k
j+1, i+1) for all i, j, k.
Combining (2) and Lemma 2.2.10 [9] (corresp. Lemma 2.3.6, [6]) we see
that the K& , & # N, generate a subfactor K of type II1 of R (respectively, of
M) which factorizes R in R=KK$ (corresp. M=KK$). By (6) the
restriction of % to K is conjugate to Sp . As Sp is conjugate to Sp Sp we
get:
%=% |K% |K$tSp% |K$tSpSp% |K$tSp % .
This is a proof of (c). (c) O (b) O (a) is obvious. Q.E.D.
If we use Lemma 4.1 and the scheme of proof of Lemma 3.2.7 [6], we
obtain
Lemma 4.2. Let R be a real (respectively, M a complex) factor with
separable predual, isomorphic to RR, where R is a real hyperfinite factor
of type II1 and % # Int(R) (respectively, isomorphic to MR, where R is a
complex hyperfinite factor of type II1 and %2 # Int(M)), with pa(%)=0, and
let . be a faithful normal state on R (corresp. on M
*
), [(j), j # N] a
sequence of elements of [0, .]R
*
(corresp. of [0, .]M
*
). There exist sequen-
ces [(Kn), n # N] of subfactors of R (corresp. of M) and [(Pn), n # N] of
unitaries of R (corresp. of M), such that
(a) Kn commutes with Km , m<n;
(b) Kn is generated by a partition of unity [(F nj ), j=1, ..., m&] and a
unitary Um&n =1,
UnF nj U N*=F
n
j+1 , j=1, ..., m& ;
(c) &[i , Un]&$n , &[i , F nj ]&$n , \n # N, i<n, j=1, ..., m& ;
(d) for any n # N, Pn commutes with K1 , ..., Kn&1;
(e) &(Pn&1) Pn&1 } } } P1&*. 8m& ;
(f) put %n=Ad(Pn } } } P1) } %, then
%n |Kj=Ad Uj (corresp. %
2
n |Kj=Ad Uj), jn;
(g) for any jn: &j%&1n &j Ad(UnUn&1 } } } U1)
&1=n (corresp.
&j %&2n &j Ad(Un Un&1 } } } U1)
&1&=n).
We shall consider Out R=Aut RInt R. Let = be the canonical quotient
map =: Aut R  Out R. Then, with the use of Lemma 4.2, on analogy with
the proof of Theorem 2 [6], we easily obtain the following theorem:
Theorem 4.3. (1) Let R be a real injective factor with separable
predual, and let %1 and %2 be *-automorphisms R, such that %1 , %2 # Int R,
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with pa(%1)=pa(%2)=0. Then exists a *-automorphism _ # Int R such that
=(%2)==(_%1 _&1).
(2) Let M injective factor with separable predual, and let %1 and %2 be
*-antiautomorphisms M, such that %21 , %
2
2 # Int M, with pa(%1)=pa(%2)=0.
Then exist a *-automorphism _ # Int M and a unitary u # M such that
Ad u } %2=_%1_&1.
We shall consider now B(R) (corresp. B(M)), the set of outer conjugacy
classes of aperiodic *-automorphisms (respectively, aperiodic *-antiauto-
morphisms) of R (corresp. of M). On B(R) and B(M) we introduce of the
composition class(:) } class(;)=class(:;). Let mod( } ) be a fundamental
homomorphism for Aut(R) (corresp. for Ant(M)) [4], that is, the positive
number such that { } :=mod } { for faithful normal semifinite trace { on R
(corresp. on M). Then we use Theorem 4.3 and Theorems 1.32.3 [12]
about the classification of periodic *-automorphisms and *-antiautomor-
phisms and prove the following theorem:
Theorem 4.4. (1) Let R be a real injective factor of type II . Then the
map mod: B(R)  [0, ) is an isomorphism between groups B(R) and
[0, ).
(2) Let M be an injective factor of type II . Then the map
mod: B(M)  [0, ) is an isomorphism between groups B(R) and [0, ).
Here [0, ), of course, is a multiplicative group.
Hence we obtain the following corollaries.
Corollary 4.5. Let R be a real injective factor of type II . Then for
each * # (0, ), *{1 there is (up to outer conjugacy) only one *-auto-
morphism R such that mod( } )=*.
Corollary 4.6. Let M be an injective factor of type II . Then for each
* # (0, ), *{1, there is (up to outer conjugacy) only one *-antiauto-
morphism M such that mod( } )=*.
We note that the result of Corollary 4.6 is analogous to the result
announced recently by T. Giordano [13].
By Theorem 3.3 [2] and by Corollaries 4.5 and 4.6 we obtain:
Corollary 4.7. Up to isomorphism there exist only two real injective
factors of type III* , * # (0, 1).
The reverse of this corollary was obtained in [2].
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